The racist, exploitative pig power structure and their pork chops, we mean the US organization and other provocateur agents sent into the party two infidels have been caught and kicked out by the San Diego branch of the Black Panther Party. The community is tired of being deceived by the local leadership of the Black Panther Party. The community can stop the pig power structure and their pork chops by denouncing them as structurally murderous, greedy men, bent on exploiting the black community. That’s Black Capitalism, that is the organization we and capitalism put us in slavery, and we’re not supposed to see oppressed peoples in semi-slavery in this country, from the mud and water, to the unemployed masses of unemployed black peoples. The Black Panther Party says that we know what the people aren’t stupid like the pork chops and pig power structure sham.

LET’S DEFEND LET’S STICK TOGETHER, WAGE A PEOPLE’S REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE.